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First of all I want to
say that I hope that
all had a wonderful
and very fun) Spring
Break.
School came back
just a little too fast
for me, but I am sure
everyone is coping well and admiring
the waxed floors, fresh coats of paint
and the other small changes that were
done to your school over the break.
~
Now that school is back in session,
0
seniors are preparing for prom and
C/)
graduation. Juniors are getting ready
C1)
for test. All students are getting used to
>
the new lesson plans and all the home0
work
0
teachers are piling on to you.
We here at NE know that taking
tests can be very stressful, so we have
devoted our entire cover section on the
stress of taking standardized tests.
Students feel that it is not fair- that
to get in college, you need to take a
test which does not necessarily show
your potential, or display what you can
bring to the college you want to go to.
What if you were a great student,
passing all your classes , are a very
exceptional student, but don't do well in
yc Board of Dlcectoa
testing?
President
There are a lot of people in the
Annetta Peck, Executive
world who learn better in different situaService Corp
tions, and some are not able to take
Vice-President
standardized test. NE reporter Whitney William D Frost, Canadian
Pacific Newsprint
Helm looked at how these test make
students feel.
Secretarv
Also, in this month's issue, we have Charles Boyce MAE/Johnny
Communications
thoughts about abortion. Whether
you're pro-life or pro-choice, it is always
Treasurer
Russell Pryor, Oollns, Ool1ns
a touchy subject for society .
& Sonnsky, LTO
We also have something new in this
f.Ju~.Dl
month's issue. I always see people
John Marsholl, Bowater
grabbing newspapers and flipping to
Newsprint
the horoscope section. We here at NE
ln~to~~ve
want to show off our own astrological
E.y1wje McHenry Prosser
skills, so we now have NEScopes by
<';aroar Ac ademy
May Millon. It's for entertainment only
eoaut.Mfllll~a
and just for fun . We hope that you will
'Tod~ Adams, Milwaukee
Journal Sentinel
enjoy it.
K· ~1n Davy, Shore Bank
As always, I truly hope that you are
Jurry Field, Illinois Institute or
Technology
enjoying the paper and will continue to
Theresa Kwan. Art hur
read NE. New Expression is a teen
Gallagher Insurance
publication, so we are here to write
Layton Olson, Howe & Hutton
Alberto Orlega, Institu te for
what you want to read. If you have any
Latino Progress
problems, or feel that we aren't reporting the things of importance to teens,
Supportors:
we would love to hear about it. Hope
Aller School Maners
AlphawOOd Foundation
y~ month's issue. Bye
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Cover Designer
dancing is here
,.• again, and is
here to stay!
Teens help the
art stay alive.
The saga continues for Gwendolyn
Brooks High. Students, Faculty and
staff wonder will they ever get the new
facility promised to them In 1997?
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NEWS BRIEFS

Roman Catholic Church Leader Dies
A very inspirational and religious leader passed away leaving
behind his legacy of religion, love and goodness.
Pope John Paul II died in his bed on April 2, in Rome. The
Pope's health was decreasing rapidly with serious breathing problems, heart failure, and kidney problems that lead to his death.
The 84-year-old pope died after struggling with Parkinson's
disease. He was the head of the Roman Catholic Church for 27
years, and the former archbishop of Krakow, Poland. The pontiff
was the third longest serving pope in the Catholic church's 2,000year history. The funeral was held on Friday, April 8.
After the pope is laid to rest, within 20 days, 117 cardinals, all
but three of which were appointed by Pope John Paul, will convene in the Sistine Chapel, where they will elect a new leader.
The Pope will be remembered by leaders around the world.
Many praised his life for his work in reaching out to religion and
humanity.

Pope John Paul II,
1920-2005

Ne File Photo

Baby Tamia home at last

NE F11e Photo

Six-month-old baby Tamia was reunited with her
mother and grandmother after a three month custody
battle.
Tam1a's mother, 20-year-old Carmen McDonald, suffenng from postpartum depression, had g1ven up Tam1a
in December, but then tned to get her back from a Utah
adoption agency and then prospective parents. She
then had to convince the state's child welfare center to
g1ve Tam1a back.
A Cook County Judge ruled that Tamia should
return to Illinois, where she would reside w1th Maria
McDonald, the baby's grandmother.

Infamous
I Celebrity Trial
Lawyer
Dies at 67

Red Lake Teen kills 9 people, himself in
school shooting rampage on reservation
A deadly school shooting took place in the Native Amencan reservation town of Red
Lake, Minnesota on Monday, March 21 . Nine people were killed and seven wounded by
16-year-old Jeff Weise.
The St. Paul Pioneer Press reported that Weise had called himself a "Native Nazi" and
an "angel of death" in Internet postings. FBI agent Michael Tabman reported that Weise
first went to the home of his grandfather, a police sergeant. There, Weise shot his grandfather, took his bulletproof vest and went to school.
After beginning to fire , four policemen entered the school and exchanged f1re with
Weise, who turned his gun on himself. Weise is suspected to have planned the shootings
but chosen random suspects. The community of Red Lake remains in mourning.

Greek Teen Charged for Stealing a Rock

1937-2005

·j

A Canadian teen, Madelaine Giere was charged last month for stealing a piece of marble from the Parthenon in Athens, Greece. The 16-year-old claims to have only taken a yellow rock and that the allegations are a misunderstanding.
Giere, who was arrested by Greek officials, was on a school function in Athens, when
she decided to pose for a picture with a rock she'd found from the ancient site.
Giere was soon arrested after a guard claimed to have seen her steal a piece of marble.
The teen has since been released from Greek custody and now awaits her trial, which can
result to up to ten years in prison.

www.newexpression.org

Johnnie L. Cochran Jr., a trial
lawyer most noted by O.J. Simpson
Case, d1ed on March 29 at h1s home
in Los Angeles, of complications
from a brain tumor.
Cochran was famous for the
words,"lf it don't fit you must acquit"
when defending the O.J. Simpson
murder trial for the murder of his exwife, Nicole Brown Simpson, and
her friend .
Conchran' counsel got Simpson
acquitted for both murders.
Reports say Conchran was also
acting as legal counsel behind the
scenes Michael Jackson's child
molestion trial going on now.
Celebrities have said Cochran will
be missed by many..
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Education Gap Remains Between Black, White students
By Wllline Valentin

African Americans Achievemnet in the U.S.A.

Lane Tech High School
As students look around their Advanced
Placement (AP) courses, or other honors level
courses, some may notice the consistent absence
of minorities, specifically African Americans, in
their honors or AP classrooms. The big difference
in achievement between African Americans and
other non-white minorities is called the achievement gap.
The achievement gap says that a student's ethnicity will determine their test scores, grades, class
selection and whether they will complete college. It
also implies race can be linked to the performance
and overall educational success of a student,
based on geographical, social-class, stereotypical,
peer pressure and family involvement.
Jacob Greenberg, 16, of Lake View High
School who is bi-racial said, "Our priorities are
wrong. We may put family first, but school isn't
really on our list."
Greenberg said that some black males also
think the world is against them, so the push to
strive for academics just isn't there.
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According to the National Assessment of
Educational Progress, in the last 20 years, the
college enrollment rates for African Americans
have steadily Increased to the point that they
now go to college at about the ssme rates as
White students.
Still, African Americans completion of college
rates have not increased. The gap remains the
same for college degree attainment for blacks.
By the end of high school, African American
students have math and reading skill that are
virtually the same as those of 8th grade White
students.

41 percent African American Freshmen
Graduate from college. While, 61 percent White
students graduate from college.

In some states where African American elementary students have excelled. In Atlanta, GA 91
percent of African Americans and 79 percent with low-Income are In the 10 percentile of the
entire state.
Information came from 2002 NCAA Division I Grad Rates Report http://www.ncaa.org/
____;;;...._

_

"by being black, its harder to prove them wrong,
so we don't attempt to even try doing our best
because the society tells us whites are smarter,
which is not always true," Greenberg said. "We
do just as good sometimes but it's never
noticed, but in my honors classes there's not
many blacks to even begin with."
With the implementation of laws like desegregation- a policy that requires the integration of
schools, and affirmative action programs, the
achievement gap was meant to close with the
help of the government. But by the year 1988,
minority achievement progress came to a halt,
and studies blamed the halt on new ways of
testing. Other statistics cited social income, and
peer pressure as the cause.
According to a study done by the National
Education Trust, minority students are more
likely to attend poor, urban schools and get
poorer quality instruction than whites. They take
less Advanced Placement and honors class ,
and have less qualified teachers, have fewer
resources and face harsher discipline when they
violate school rules.
Educators believe that the blame for this
continuing gap with minority students should
also fall on the parents.
"I find among my black students their (parents) standards for achievement is not as high
as for my white and Asian parents," said
Chriscia Jackson-Nesbitt, an Honors English
teacher at Lane.
Some have even suggested that minorities
refrain from AP classes and others of those
sorts, because of the lack of other black students taking the class, others say that lack of
mot1vat1on from less parental involvement from
black families is the source, and others say that

_ _____.

social class is a factor where poor students are
too socially unstable to focus on class work.
Jackson, who teaches English, said that
among her honors students she has about two
per class and very rarely are there black boys 1n
her honors class.
"There is this perception that if you're a
black child in an honors class, then your "acting
white," Jackson said.
Some say the reason the achievement gap
exists is because minority parents do not place
the same societal emphasis on education as
white parents do, and there is a lack of parental
involvement between minority parents and kids.
"The reason why I don't take school that seriously, is because a lot of my family (members)
are very successful, and didn't go to college, so
that's motivation for me," said Joseph Robinson,
an African-American senior at Lane.
Steve Parsons, a Lane psychology teacher,
believes that the achievement gap among
African Americans dates back to the 1ssue of
slavery.
"After 300 years of slavery, you had almost
100 years of government enforced racial segregation and of all the immigrants groups that
came to the U.S., only African Americans were
legally forbidden to learn," Parsons sa1d. " ... You
had generation after generat1on of Afncan
Americans not knowing how to read, and the
government punishing African Americans if they
tried to educate themselves."
Parsons added that segregation caused
issues with how minority schools were subsidized.

Gap Continued on Page 7
2005
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· State Breaks
Promise to
Brooks Prep
Once Again
Faculty, Staff and students
give up hope as building
NE Photo by VInce Dixon

project is ·put on hold
By Vince Dixon
Gwendolyn Brooks College Prep
Last month, many hopeful students of Gwendolyn Brooks High
School expressed disappointment
when rumors about the college prep
no longer receiving the new building
construction promised to them seven
years ago began to spread.
"It's messed up because we give
all that money to the school through
fees, but we never see it," said Robin
Ewing, 15, a sophomore at Brooks.
In February, New Expression
reported CPS would restart the unfinished project by October of this year.
The new additions to Brooks,
delayed since 1997, were not expected to be complete until 2007, but
now the project may be put on hold
indefinitely, according to CPS officials.
When the Chicago Board of education remodeled Brooks in 1997,
contractors failed to complete several
features on the facility. Brooks officials explained that state board officials' confirmed late last year the
gymnasium, auditorium and storage
space would be added to the
school's structure by 2007.
However, after several articles
about a decision change regarding
Brook's new construction began turning up in local papers, the excitement
and anticipation for the school's new
additions began to fade .

www.newexpression .org

State politicians guaranteed the Brooks administration that the unfinished projects on the facility would
start up In October and would be completed In 2007. Now, the construction is on hold once more.

"The funding has to be in place,"
said Dr. Pamela Dyson, current principal of the school. "I believe it's
going to happen, it's just on hold."
Dyson stated that she too discovered the Board's decision change
through local newspapers, and she
did not get any professional notice
from the Chicago Public Schools or
from Springfield.
With the help of Illinois Senate
President Emil Jones, the state was
supposed to provide 20 million dollars needed for the project, Dyson
said.
Dyson added without a formal
address given to the students and
staff of the academy, everyone relied
on second-hand information and
assumed that the new construction
would be postponed.
Brooks students complained and
speculated about north side schools
receiving new additions, and the
school paper suggested that one reason funding is low for the new construction may be due to the creation
of more north side schools.
"The Board is doing their job over
there, and we need them over here,"
Ewing said.
Dyson disagrees with the student's reactions to the school board's
decision.
"Northern schools were new construction schools. They started from
the ground up," Dyson said. "[The
Board] wasn't adding on to anything.

The money they're spend1ng IS on
rehab, not new construction."
Dyson explained w1th schools
like Taft and John Hope havmg
broken ceilings and lockers, the
Board focused the attention on
rehabb1ng deterioratmg elementary
and h1gh schools.
According to Ch1cago Public
Schools press release, the lack of
state funding put $220 m1llion worth
of school constructions projects on
hold.
"We didn't receive a smgle
penny from Spnngfield this year for
school construction," sa1d Chicago
Board of Educat1on President
Michael W. Scott, "and the
prospects aren't much better for
the upcoming budget. We're basically limited to only making necessary repa1rs to make sure students

are kept safe, warm. and dry."
However, Brooks officials say
they were promised these renovation
to the school long before the budget
crises took place in Illinois.
Faculty and students of Brooks
are now experiencing doubling class
sizes and with many assemblies and
performances held m the incomplete
gymnasium, the faculty, staff and
students remain with only the
thoughts of professional productions
and adequate gym space until further notice by the State Board of
Education.
"We need people to go and show
concern," Dyson said. "You have to
make your voice known."
ell Your Stories to NE. Do you hav
concerns about CPS and Schools?
Contact Wllllne Valentin at 922-7150
or Metro Section Topics
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Too Full for School: Students frustrated with cramped
conditions, CPS introduces plan to end overcrowded crises
By Jeannette Bruno
Lincoln Park High School
Keeping your sense of individuality is important to teenagers and being
in a school that has so many other
students, teens say that it is hard to
keep their individuality at school.
"You cannot stand out in a school
like Lane. There are the crazy wild
punks, the preppy cool people, the
ghetto crowd, and the loser group.
You end up falling into one of these
categories and you find when you
come to Lane, your "original" style has
already been done before," said
Santyna Pineiros, 15, of Lane Tech
high school.
Depending on where you go to
school, it can mean different kinds of
people, different types of programs,
and the difference between class A
NE Photo by Willine Valentin
and class AAA basketball teams; but
Students
at
Lane
complain
about
cramped
space
in
their
classes,
but CPS is
one thing remains the same, if you go
starting
a
new
plan
in
the
Fall
to
break
up
the
promblem
in
public
schools.
to a Chicago public high school its
bound to be overcrowded.
Fall to help ease the overcrowded
The state requires that there
A common complaint with stucrisis inside of many Chicago high
should be no more than 30 kids in
dents from public high schools is that
schools.
each classroom, and the teacher has
there are way too many kids in their
40 to 50 minutes each day to give
Under a new four track-schedulschools, and they are feeling lost in
each one of those 30 students the
ing plan, a school's students will be
the crowd.
personal attention that they need.
divided into four groups. Each group
'When the halls are crowded, it's
"The
teachers
are
stretched
thin
goes to school for three months and
hard to get through. When you get to
will
have one month off, so that only
and
they
cannot
dedicate
any
time
to
class late, you get blamed for it. That
help,"
said
a
specific
student
needing
25
percent
of the students will not
is very stressful," said Kristine Sevilla,
Soto,
a
junior
at
Lane
Tech
in
school,
according to CPS offiGeorge
be
15, also from Lane Tech high school.
high
school.
cials.
"Trying to make it to class in a packed
"It's a win-win situation," Chicago
As graduation approaches soon
hallway is kind of annoying."
Schools CEO Arne Duncan
Public
for
high
school
seniors,
the
thought
According to the Neighborhood
of large graduation classes overshad- said. "Students are able to attend
Capital Budget group, 22 percent of
ows the idea of the ceremony meant
their neighborhood school without
Chicago high schools are over crowdto honor their achievements for many having to face overcrowded classed. That means that some 161 ,419
es."
students were in overcrowded schools students.
"In graduation, they don't say your
If the four track scheduling works
as of 2002. CPS has built 15 new
name, they just say your division,
as planned, schools will return back
schools since 1997 and has made 30
and you really don't feel like an indito their regular school schedule
additions to CPS schools, and yet,
vidual.
It's
more
like
a
group,"
said
when their school's population
many schools are still overcrowded,
Pineiros.
shrinks,
the plan states.
according to reports.
Chicago
Public
Schools
has
"It's
a bad idea because the
Another complaint students have
tried
to
help
the
education
situation
longer
the
breaks are the less stuabout the cramped situation inside
by
instating
laws
such
as
the
No
dents
would
go back to school, they
these schools is the lack of teacher
wouldn't be as focused ," said
Child Left Behind Act and the 2010
attention.
Wesley Daniel, 16,of Lane Tech.
"Due to the overabundance of stu- Plan.
Now, according to Jeanie Chung,
Eric Stahl-David, 17, of Whitney
dents in each class, the teachers
Young said, "sounds like a really
seem to have a hard time keeping the for CPS office of Communications,
Chicago Public Schools is implegood idea, but for a lot of people, it
students in line, said Sal Cangelosi,
will separate them from their friends.
menting one of many new plans this
17, who goes to Lincoln Park."

6

What are they going to do? But it
sounds like a good idea to help
with overcrowding."
Also, CPS reported plans to
eliminate overcrowded school
issues through boundary and
grade structure changes and by
placing schools on a controlled
enrollment plans. Currently, a total
of 34 CPS schools are on controlled enrollment, the press relese
noted.
In 2001-02 there where 19 high
schools that were overcrowded,
which meant that 33,221 students
where learning in overcrowded
schools.
The number of overcrowded
schools raised four percent from
2000-01 even with three new
schools at the time. Most of those
overcrowded schools are on
Chicago's southwest side.
The Chicago Public School
System is the nations third largest
school system. It includes more
than 600 schools and serves about
431,000 students.
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"White schools were better
funded then black schools.
Those environmental factors
where a cause of the
achievement gap," Parsons
said.
Parsons strongly believes
in affirmative action because
he feels that "300 years of
slavery cannot be corrected
in 30 years."
Despite this fact, statistics continue to show that
less African Americans are
not taking advantage of educational opportunities, and
many are supporting the
claim that taking Honors and
AP level courses are simply
"not very cool."
"I think it's JUSt a lot of
black students feel that an
AP class- that's just for
white students," Joseph
Robinson sa1d. "Well for me,
in AP class is a bunch of
nerds, goody-two shoes and
ugly girls, and in high school
I want to be around regular
people."
Keith P. Foley, principal
of Lane Tech, is making
efforts to combat the problem at Lane by raising parents awareness about the
positive effect honors and
AP classes can have on a
student, as well as encouraging students to challenge
themselves.
Despite all of this, there
are still some students who
feel that African Americans
are not taking the full advantages of the opportunities
they have over others.
Angelos Drakontaidis, 16,
who is white said he has
been trying to get scholarships for college and has
been unsuccessful in his
search for funds.
"I think that it has gotten
to the point, where it's a disadvantage to be a white
male," Drakontaidis said.

l
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SUMMER URBAN JOURNALISM WORKSHOP
Do you want to write stories that are of interest to Chicago's teen readers?
Learn the skills that it takes to be a journalist?
Cover Chicago NEWS a.s a teen reporter?

I
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Beat the rush to fill the New Expression reporter
slot s for the 200 5-06 school year!
THIS IS 8 WEEKS OF MEDIA MADNESS
THIS IS NOT YOUR TYPICAL SUMMER CLASS.
From JUNE 27 to AUGUST 17
This will be the really intense involved Journal1sm program
that will make you throw your shyness away and get mvolved

You will r eport!
You will interview!
YOU WILL ASK QUESTIONS THAT MATTER!
You will Write! Write! Write! And Write some more!
You will make deadlines!
Why?

Because that's what Journalism Is.
Learn the power (and future careers) that journalism offers in Youth
Comrnunicatwn·s 2005 Summer Urban Journalism Workshop. For more
than 25 years, New Express10n has been hosting the Urban Journalism
Workshop.
From lOa.m. to 2p.m. on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays, beginmng
June 27, and ending August 17, you will be taking neld trips, meeting
JOurnalism professionals. Some sto ries from the workshop will be published tn New
Expression Newsmagaztne, the cityw1de teen produce pu blication of Youth
Commun icati on.

Send application to:
Urban Journalism Workshop
c/ o Youth Communication
600 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, IL 60605
DEADLINE: MAY 23

So what are you wa rtmg for?
Send the apphcauon below wnh wn11ng sam pit's, and an\wer the followrnq questions
(dbout '>0 100 words) for each questron. Plea\e typP es~<~ys

1. What do you thmk you w1ll get out of the Summer Journalism Workshop? Tell us about
your personality'
2. What sparked your mterest 1n journalism1 Wh<1t do know ,,bout journ,ilism? Explain.
3 Have you cons1dert>d a career 1n journalism? If so. ex pi<~ in why. If not, what do you pl,ln
to do w1th the sk1lls you will learn 1n the workshop.
4 What <He thP th reE' top nPws stonPs you helve SP!'n 111 thf' n!'ws l,ttely? What do you
think about thP covNage, and drd these storie\ reac h out to you tiS.~ teen? If so expl,un
If not, wha t would you have done d ifferent ly'
5 L1st five story ldNs you would want to wntP about if you wl'r!' ,, t l'POIIPr now? Why
are these i d ea~ reiPvant to teens?

Include the following:
NAME
HOME ADDRESS
SCHOOL
HOME PHONE
HOBBIES
GRADE IN FALL
How did you hear about us?

For more mformatton contact Amta Bryant Fdi/Oi h!l Adv1sor at (312)922-7150
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COLLEGE DAYS

BEWARE or the BAD Recommendation
By Amanda Jones
John Hope College Prep.
A student requests for a
teacher to write a letter of recommendation to send with a college
application, but even after sitting
down to give information to the
teacher, the letter meant to highlight the student's performance
puts a negative light on the student's achievements.
Some high school students say
they have experienced receiving a
bad letter of recommendation when
applying for college admission, but
the damage is already done if the
letter gets to an institution the student is aspiring to attend.
"A good recommendation gives
the college a good perspective of
you since they do not know what
makes you different," said Elaine
Nunez, a John Hope College Prep.
senior.
Nunez along with other students know what a good recommendation should consist of, but all
high school seniors need to know
the proper procedure of acquiring a
good letter of recommendation.
Letters stay in your files at the
institutions you apply to. To avoid
getting a flawed letter of reference
to your colleges and universities of
choice, all students need to be
aware of what a good recommendation is, as well as, the procedure
of acquiring a good recommendation.
Jaime Contreras, Associate
Director of Minority Recruitment
Initiative at Columbia College, said
high school students seeking college should follow these steps
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When it comes to letters
of recommendations for
college, know these tips

Wanta
letter
like

this in
when requesting a good recommendation from teachers or faculty:
- The student should find out
what the letter of recommendation is supposed to do. Is it the
deciding factor of the application or
only to enhance the application?
-The student should always
talk to the recommender.
-The student should not be
afraid to ask the teacher or faculty member: Do you have anything
positive to say about me? Can I get
a rough draft of what you are writing?
- If the teacher will not talk to
you about your recommendation
don't hesitate to ask someone
else.
-Do not ask a person for a letter
of recommendation just because
of their title or prestige.
Latoya Dodd, scholarship coordinator at John Hope College Prep
said, "A good recommendation is
not short, but gives insight on a student's academia, personality, background and adversities."
Not only should a letter highlight a student's best attributes,
Contreras said letters should also
be formatted and look a certain
way.
Contreras said a letter of recommendation should not exceed the
length of one and one-fourth of a
page, and the letter does not have
to be longer than fou r paragraphs.
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experts say a good recommendation
-Be an adult reference.
should never judge someone's outside
-Speak on the performance of the
life, ethnicity or way of living. A letter student.
of reference is meant to give credit
-Look into the psyche of the stuand recognize a student's accomplish- dent.
ments and is meant to elaborate on
Dodd explained that bad recommenwhat makes a student who he/she is. dations can limit and even hurt your abiliContreras explained the letter of
ty of being accepted into a college or
recommendation should have these
university, programs or jobs, but a good
attributes:
recommendation can increase your
-Be a professional evaluation
chances of getting into the school of your
of students.
choice.
-Include motivational points.
"If you are on a fine line and you
-Talk of the success of the stu- have a strong recommendation, it will
dent.
give you that extra push," Dodd said.
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ESSAYS

ssay Contest

Do you feel high schools prepare you for college education admis.sion
testlng,(ACT, PSAT, etc). Explain why or why not. Also, do you believe
these test are proof of what a student can do beyond high school?

FIRST PLACE
SHENG Ll
Whitney M. Young High School
Teacher: C. Floreani
Do you feel that h1gh schools prepare you for college admission
testing? I certainly think so. Of course, because of high school,
they made colleges and universities. The whole job of high sc~ool
is to prepare you for college. If high schools do not help you w1th
the admission testing for college then what else will? But, have you
ever thought about if it was really effective? Do you think that the
test including ACT and others really determines what ch11dren these
days can do? Yes, of course high a school educat1on is to help aid
you in the process of getting into a college of your choice. B~t test
go beyond college, and there are just so many cho1ces and JObs
kids can do beyon.d the measure of these tests.
Ever since you were in kindergarten until now, you were 1n there
for one purpose. That purpose is that they want to prepare you for
the next level of education. All the way from when you were five
until you reach eighteen, you are faced with tests of all sorts
whether 1t's a class test, a pop quiz, or an admission test sort of like
the IOWA. These tests determine if you will qualify for the next level
of education or not. That's why when you fail a test, you will have to
repeat that grade just so you can catch up and be prepared for the
next level. From high school , the school only has one purpose
which is to prepare you for college. They teach you things that are
going to be used in college and give you a heads up of what's coming. As far as college admission testing, the th1ngs on the tests are
the things you already learned so that defiantly proves that high
school prepare you.
.
However, did you ever realize that what does this test help you 1n
life? Will these tests really determine what a kid can do beyond college and in life? The answer is no. There are so many factors that
can occur during testing. Most times, these tests cover what a student knows like math and reading , and his/her vocabulary. H
When test days come, there can be factors. The student could
be feeling sick or he/she isn't in her 100% for that day. He/she can
skip a section and do the wrong one, or they are bad at circling circles and the pencil may be broken or Inaccurate. There are so
many things that can occur during test day that may be a factor to
his/her test results so that can't determine what she/he can do in
life.
Also there are tons and millions of jobs out there on this planet.
A colleg~ test like the ACT covers just so mu~h o~ it _that is imp~SSI
ble for one to determine one's ability to do th1ngs 1n life. A test like
the ACT is like breadcrumbs compared to how many other jobs the
test doesn't cover. 1 mean, how can the test determine your athletic
skills? Or how does these tests measure if you can act, become a
star or if you can sing well or not? How can the test tell If you_are a
true artist or if one can play an instrument really well? There IS
absolutely no way a test can determine one's abilities beyond high
schools and colleges.
So there you have it. You may want to believe me or not, but I'm
telling you just one kid's voice. I just hope I can persuade at least
one person- 1would be happy. I mean, think about it. Of course
high schools prepare you for college but what's after colleg_e? If you
fail the college admission test does that mean you are a failure?
There are absolutely no chance on Earth a test can tell what one's
abilities are beyond high school. There are s.o m~ny thing~ one can
do and so many of those who succeeded in life Without gotng to college.
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Jane Wong
Whitney M. Young High School
Teacher : Mr. Rehak
According to the law all people under the age of s1xteen
are required to be in school. The education can come in a
variety of ways, through public, relig1ous, or pnvate schools
No matter where students decide to go to school. there IS
one thl~ in common wtth all the students who wish to attend
a university- a standardized exam. In high schools across
America students are studying for exams that could very well
determ1ne the1r future- the ACT and/or the SAT. These two
tests are the tests that the admissions officers will use to
decide who is in and who is out.
A high grade on this exam would be priceless. With that
being said, 1 feel that these tests are not proof of what a student can and can not do. The tests score that one receives
IS simply how well they tested on that one Saturday morning,
not how the student will do for the rest of h1s/her life.
Extra-curricular actiVIties, grade po1nt averages, and volunteer work would pa1nt a better picture of a student than
one test grade. Nonetheless, the score is critical to admission into a un1versity I feel that h gh schools do prepare student for college adm1ss1on testing. The core classes: english,
math, and sc1ence are be1ng taught to students every year.
These are the exact same subjects that one will find on
the ACT and the SAT. High schools can not be blamed for a
low test score. To succeed, a student Simply needs to act on
the phrase "yes, I will study."

THIRD PLACE
Amanda Scherger
Kelly High School
Teaher: Mr. Kinsella
No 1do not think that the high schools prepare kids for
the SAT. ACT, PSAT and other tests. Why is because the
booklets that certain schools have and the ACT prep classes that the schools offer do not help because the book is
too easy, and the class is too hard.
1 understand that the schools wants students to get good
test scores, and the kids want to get into a good college, but
you cannot prepare for the test even if you study a lot.
You can not study for a pop quiz, so you cannot study
for the SAT, ACT. or PSAT. All you have to do Is pay attention in class, do good on tests, and do most of the homework then you will do fine.
The teachers spend too much time during junior year
preparing you for a test that half or maybe most of the questions in the book or In the ACT prep class will not even be
on the test.
1 think that If the kids want to leam how the tests are
going to be then they should ask for help, like tutoring, or
ask the teacher for extra work to help.
1 think that the test does not prove anything because
there are people that have low ACT scores and they have a
good job and/or they went to college because they studied
hard to prove that they are not stupid.

May Essay Question:
What age do you feel should be
the appropriate age to start dating?
Explain. In your evaluation, do you
believe the statutory rape laws protect teenagers and controls youth
from dating older people?

Deadline Saturday, April
20th or before
Essays must be 200-300 words.
The top three essays will be
reprinted in the MAY Edition of NE.
Winners will receive $100, $50, $25
respectively. All entries must be
received by deadline. No late
entries will be accepted. If possible,
send a picture of yourself along
with your essay.
All entries must include:
Full name
Home address
Home phone
School Name, and grade
Teachers name, if the essay was
assigned in class
All entries must be typed, and/or submitted by email. 3.5 floppy disk, or CD.
Please submit a printed version of your
essay. Mail to:
New Expression Essays
600 S. Michigan Avenue.
Chicago, lllino1s 60605

editor @nawexpresston.org.
Make subject tine "MAY -NE Essay
Contest"
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Abortion is an easy way
out that's not so easy

Abortion saves a woman, a
unwanted child

Kenyia Hunt, Chicago Vocational
Natalia Santillan,Lane Tech

Lori Moody
Curie High School

The female population has the power to bring forth
life, and unfortunately makes the decision to proceed
with an abortion. An abortion is the termination of a
pregnancy, the termination of a life. Since the 1973
legalization, due to the infamous Roe vs. Wade, roughly 18 million women have had one or more abortions
within the first seventeen years.
1.5 million abortions are conducted yearly, 4,000 are
conducted daily in the United States and 120,000
worldwide. Aside from that, the Roe vs. Wade ruling
allows minors without parental consent to have the
choice of aborting.
When a woman decides to terminate her pregnancy, she not only endangers the life of her child, but she
also risks her health as well . Complications from abortions include heavy bleeding, tearing of the cervix
(opening of the womb), puncture or tearing of the
womb, infections, and Pelvic Inflammatory Disease
(PI D). PID also is a major cause of miscarriages,
ectopic pregnancies, and sterility. Some women do not
become aware that they have PID until they have troubles trying to conceive another child.
Having an abortion can have long-term damages,
like danger to future wanted children. Some effects are
sterility. One out of 20 women that have aborted a
pregnancy, may never again bear children. Other risks
are premature babies, ectopic (tubal) pregnancy and
neo-natal deaths. Amongst teenage women, the effects
of abortions on later wanting pregnancies appear to be
even worse than amongst women general.
Recent studies shoo,y that a teenager is more likely
to attempt suicide six months after their abortion than a
teenage girl who goes through with the pregnancy.
Another study shows that the emotional effects of a
wornen suffering from post-abortion trauma has suicidal thoughts . Twenty-eight percent of who had abortions attempted suicide, and 18 percent tried more
than once, and sometimes years after the abortion.
Life Education And Resource Network (LEARN),
headed by Baptist Pastor Clenard Howard Childress
Jr, compares abortions to slavery. Just as in 1857 the
United States Supreme Court declared blacks to be an
infenor class of beings. Also, in 1973, the high court
denied unborn children the status of personhood,and
denied them the right to live, breath. The government
has a strict policy that states, "Killing is punishable by
death," so are they contradicting themselves by allowing 18 million women to have abortions yearly since
1973. So for 32 years, 576 million Innocent children
have died in the hands of unjustified actions.
Is there a positive side to having an abortion? Well ,
in the minds of many teenagers, they won't have to
deal with having a newborn. Maybe, abortion is a new
form of contraceptive. Maybe, deciding that abortion
should be acceptable just to represent the good simple
fact that women have a voice. No cause for women
rights should cost as much as taking an innocent,
unborn child's life.
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I believe in being pro-choice when it comes to
abortion issues. If a woman chooses to have an
abortion, no one should have the choice or a say in
this matter, but the woman who is making the choice.
It is for those women who are having the baby to
decide.
I strongly disagree with anyone who tries to
impose his/her morals on any woman who may
decide to have an abortion. I think it is selfish to
make women have children if they are unable to support these children financially, or ,especially, emotionally.
I firmly believe every child should be a wanted
child. If these unwanted children are bom, they would
be motherless, and the children will grow up wondering why their mothers' left them. They will always
wonder if it were something they've done wrong to be
abandoned.
I'm definitely not saying that adoption isn't good,
but it will definitely have a physiological affect on that
child forever.
Also, in special cases like rape, would you really
want to have the child of a rapist? What if that child
grows up to be a rapists and a criminal?
If abortion were outlawed, many people involved in
these crimes would have to birth and take care of a
child that they didn't want intentionally.
What about the teens who are babies themselves?
These teens would have to take care of a child that
they're not ready for which leads to the larger issues
of crime, homelessness, education and employment.
On average, women give at least three reasons
for choosing abortion: three-fourth women say that
having a baby would interfere with work, school or
other responsibilities; about two-thirds say they cannot afford a child; and one-half say they do not want
to be a single parent, or are having problems with
their husband or partner, a study from the Alan
Guttmacher Institute reported.
Can you imagine having an unwanted
child and having to quit school to take care
of one? Taking care of a child takes
money, time and love, and many people do
1!/lllli'II/IJ not have it for the children they want, nevertheless, for a child they don't want. Should
we have that child grow up in poverty?
Would we keep having people throw
babies in dumpsters to die, and dropping
newborns off on doorsteps to lie in the cold
only to freeze to death anyway?
I believe that leaving a woman to have
an unwanted child can lead to these much
more horrible problems.
__;~~;7h'{l
The choice is up to the one having the
child, and no one else.
NE Illustration by
Phylecia Thompson
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W l1 1y
sh uld
this test
decide
111y life?

Why? For
your future!

By Whitney Helm
Yo11ng Women's Leadershi

Ch rter Sr.hnol

s teenagers, testing was a part of your lives since kindergarten. You've been through all the tests, some being worth
more points than others. But the idea of testing changes
once you become a high school student, so a test that
would usually be worth a grade or smiley face, as it was in earlier
years, now decides the future.
The smiley faces are replaced with Grade Point Averages and numbers on standardized test like IOWA, and CATs. Suddenly, it's time to
look into what colleges you want to go to, so now students have to take
the ACT or the SAT. But why should a test decide your life?
Throughout the years, teens and parents have put time, energy, effort
and money into preparing for the most challenging test of all the
American College Test (ACT). Students say The ACT test has caused
more stress to the average high school student than any other.

fTesf Confinued of next page
www.newexpression.org
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Students at Lane Tech High School take a ACT preparation class In order to help them test better on the exam.

"With the ACT you have to take all the prepping
courses to get good scores, this adds extra stress
because you have to complete actual school work,
and do more studying because many schools don't
prepare you for the ACTs," said Virginia King, 16, a
junior at the Young Women's Leadership Charter
School.

Helm added that the preparation of college
testing and education should start as earty as
grade school.

"They don't prepare elementary school students for high school or high school students for
college," Helm said.

The schools uses these exams to help access the
schools. Experts say that schools get bragging
But what it the purpose of ACT and how do
rights about what graduate went to Harvard or Yale, colleges look at it?
yet are the students prepared for this deciding factor in their college career?
"First, it is a way to weed out students, or to
look and see what students they want or don't
Ms. Sonja Moore, a humanities teacher at
want," said Moore." It's an easy way to know
Young Women's Leadership Charter School said
because they want students to have a certain
she does not believe students are ready for these
score."
exams.
According to the official ACT Website, the pur"No, I don't think public school students are
pose of the ACT is to "measure academic
prepared for it. They may not have taken theses
achievement in four major curriculum areas: engclasses or those classes yet," Moore said.
lish, mathematics, reading and natural sciences,
and is required for admissions to undergraduate
Beverly Helm, chairperson of the Local School programs at colleges and universities in the U.S."
Council at Walter Reed Elementary and Community
Representative of Englewood Technical High
There are students who say they are bad test takSchool, Local School Council agreed.
ers or they are too stressed out. How do colleges
know that a student is suffering from test anxiety?
"I feel that the schools don't prepare students
for anything, especially the ACTs, this rings true in
"I don't believe in the validity of ACT and other
neighborhood schools and minority schools," Helm
placement tests because there are so many facsaid. "They try to push everything into one lesson,
tors that may cause the person to not do well; facaround testing time instead of teaching it throughout tors such as not eating well, not sleeping properly
the year."
and education that might not be on the same
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standards as the placement tests." said
Mustafa Masood, 19, freshman at Northeastern
Illinois University.
"I think that understanding that students do
get stressed out is why colleges try not to focus
on just the ACT," said Erin Perez, associate
director of admissions at Roosevelt University.
"I don't think any college hopes that a students
stresses out to the point of doing badly, but the
ACT isn't the only measure, it is taking into
consideration though."
Experts say in most cases the ACT is one of
many measures for determining admission.
Margaret Miranda, senior associate director
of admission for Northwestern University said it
is "so much variation from high school to high
school this is the one standard," Miranda said.
Students wonder can this test really help? The
standards of all schools aren't all the same yet,
and the ACT test is focused on all schools in
the United States.
''Testing like this can really affect a student's self-esteem. "It does a lot more harm
because it makes them think it is a sign of their
intelligence- its not. Like in grammar school,
you were taught the students who had the highest scores were gifted, it's the same thing,
"Moore said.
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NE Photo by Phylec1a

Inside an ACT/ PSAT preparation class at Lake VIew High School, students gets ready for the a test they say will decide the rest
of their futures. Pictured above LtoR Brandy Jones, Versatality Johnson, Dr. Byjayanltl Chauhan, William Hatchet, Mary Zhm.

NE Photo by J esse Hall

Supporters of standardized testing insists it puts students
on a level playing field and allows students to show their full
potential.
•1 support standardized testing like the ACT because it
allows kids who maybe aren't the best students to show that
they are still smart. It's just a matter of not over-reacting about
the test's importance. The material is drilled into us throughout the whole year anyhow," said Brian Bauer, 18, a senior at
Lincoln Park High School. "If students prepare for exams or
take practice examines and prepare, they won't be stress.
Miranda said, "It's important because it
the one standard we have, it's the only
standard piece of information we have
across the board."
Like many other colleges, Miranda
explained that it isn't the only requirement for college entrance.

www.newexpression .org

"At Northwestern, there isn't
a cut off, or formula. Admission
isn't decided based on test
scores. It gives an idea of how
a student performed on that
given day," Mirada said.
"Its an important part but not
the only part. Teacher recommendations and other things
play a part as well," Miranda
explained.
The ACT and other test
may stress students out, but
college officials say it is not the college the
student gets into, but it is what the student will do
in college that will shape that person's future .
"To be fair, and to say that the college you get in determtnes the
rest of your life isn't true, many students end up at colleges that aren't
in the top two, but they are very happy and do well, " Perez said.

Photos

(NE reporter
Katie Burman
of Lincoln Park
High
contributed to
this article)
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THE F"'A.C.T.S ABOUf THE ACTS & SATS
Compiled by Jeatmette Bruno
Lincoln Park High School

Comparison of ACT
Composite SAT I Score

2004 College-bound Seniors'
Average Scores on the SAT

Verbal (Critical reading) 508
Math 518
SAT Subject Tests: The Average
(Mean) Subject Test Score
The average score varies from
test to test, because different
groups of students take different
tests Students should not compare scores across the different
Subject Tests, but you can compare your scores to the average
Subject Test scores for 2004 college-bound seniors :
English :
English Writing 604
Literature 590

830

YOU SCORE LOW?
If your SAT scores are low, what are
the chances of you getting Into a college that requires an average score
of 1100?

910
950
990
1030
1070
1110
1140

1220
1260

Mathematics:
Math Level 1 586
Math Level 2 669

1340

1300

1380

w

sh
this test
decide
life?
I I I

The combined SAT of 1100 will
Increase your eligibility at more
schools, but, the SAra are but one of
four or five determining criteria Institutions use when analyzing admisSome post-secondary Institutions might replace
sions eligibility. These academic cri- the essay with the Interview or base your skills
teria are the areas the colleges evalu- on the following criteria.
ate:

High school record (class rank,
GPA, and number of AP and
honors courses taken)

1180

H1story and Social Sciences:
United States History 603
World History 578

Sciences:
B1ology - Ecological 584
Biology - Molecular 617
Chemistry 612
Physics 651

WHATHAPPENSIF---------~~--

Colleges will
evaluate the
following:
- SAT or ACT test
scores
- Recommendations
- Class rank

-Special ability or
you will bring
to the school
-The interview (or essay)
- Extracurricular activities
- Volunteer work

•••other nonacademic eligibility considerations
vary, from minority affiliation, state residency,
alumni connections, geographical residence,
character/personal qualities to work experience.
Info from SAT official website
collegeboard.com

- Essay

1430
1480
1520

Info. from www.collegeboard.com
the official SAT website

What college do you want to go to, and what do you think about the ACT college assessment exam?
Photo QJinion/ by Phylec1a Thompson Lake View High School
"I want to go to UIC. It's
stupid and boring. One
test shouldn't be based
on your future.
- lnes Dzudonovic,
Junior
Lake View High
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" I want to go to Uof I. I
think that the ACT is
great to know what college they want us to go
to.
- Lornne Smith, Junior
Lake View Hgh

"I want to go to Robert
Morris College. It (ACT)
gets us tired of all the practicing, but it's okay,
- Marisol Rosas, Junior
Lake View High
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New Expression Newsmagazine for Chicago Teens
Wants your stories about...

Multicultural

NE Sweet 16

If you are familiar with MTV's "My Sweet .16" show, then you already know the
deal. We want your stories about how you celebrate your 16th birthdays! In
Chicago, we know those parties be off the chain!
We want all types of cultural celebrations. Tell us about it. Your pictures
and story will be published in NE.
Please send your stories, photos or call the NE Staff for more information:

PHONE: (312) 922-7150
FAX: (312)922-7151
Send stories to: NE "Sweet 16"
600 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois 60605
editor@ newexpression.org.
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PERSPECTIVE

On the Flip Side of Race Bias in City, in Smalltown
a small town, and racism in a large
city. What I expected to happen in the
city turned out to be the exact opposite of what I thought would happen.
Imagine, you are sitting in math
Surprisingly, I found that the small
class listening to the droning sound
town
I just came from, is a lot more
of your teacher's voice when there
open
to racial acceptance than the in
is a knock at the door, and immea
big
city
like Chicago. Why does
diately all heads turn to see
this
surprise
me?
who's the new student.
usually have a large
Large
cities
The door creaks open slowly,
variety
of
people
with different reliand the new classmate hesitantly
gions,
customs
and
backgrounds.
walks in. Gasps and whispers are
I
expected
people here to
Therefore,
heard, and mouths hang open
have broader minds on racial issues.
when a three feet tall creature with
Being in a large city, you certainly
green-skin and four legs walks into
cannot expect to see only one color
the room.
or one religion.
Yes, this thing is repulsive lookSo as I walked into my new high
ing and maybe a
school totally aware that I am the
little bit scary,
"What I
minority race, I did not expect
but everyone is
anyone to really pay attention to
expected
to
staring at the
that
fact about me. After
creature as it
happen in the only small
one
week
of school, I was
waits to be welcity
turned
out
given
nicknames
that classified
comed into the
me
by
my
race.
No
one bothered
classroom. If
to be the exact
to even learn my real name after
this would hapopposite of
a while.
pen, what would
Stereotypes and racial slurs
what I thought
you have
were
being thrown across the
thought?
would
classroom
constantly, and there
Odds are the
happen."
were
even
whispers between
first thing runfriends
about
how they could not
ning through
stand
this
person,
or that person,
everyone's heads would be appearbecause
of
their
racial
background.
ance. Many teens, if not all, would
Stereotypes
were
the
main cause
make a fast judgment and automatiof
arguments.
People
seemed
to
cally critique the creature's actions
think
it
was
funny
to
blame
ethnicity
or characteristics are based on the
on mistakes or achievements made
creature's looks. If the thing standby students. I have heard comments
ing in the doorway turned out to be
like "she is smart because she is
a kind genuine person, we would
Asian", "the teacher gave extra credit
never try to know. We would never
to that girl because she is white" or
give the creature the chance to
"he did not get cut from the team
show us it's talents and gifts.
In my opinion, this would happen because he's black." Those were all
stereotypical remarks and all could
because we are all too scared, and
be
proved wrong in most cases.
we don't try to understand people
Now don't get me wrong, things
who are not exactly like us. I believe
like
this
also happened in the small
we miss out.
town I have moved from, but not with
as much ferocity and consistency.
Racial equality has always been a
I do believe racism is everybig issue in society, but what hapin America. There is nowhere
where
pens when those fighting for their
to
go
to
escape it. But in a big place
equal rights are actually racist themlike Chicago, I would think bad attiselves?
tudes towards race would be currentBeing the new transfer student
ly changing for the better, but in fact,
from a small town in Wisconsin, I
all these views are actually staying
have had first-hand experiences
the same.
with the differences of racial bias in

by Amanda Kiffel,
Lake View High

Klffel says she sees more racism In Chicago than where she grew up In Wisconsin.
She wants to know why young people are still holding onto stereotypes and prejudice.

Lost our lease, so every thing must go!

Buy NOW at below whole sale prices.
Prom dresses reg. $ I 50
Now on sale $35 to $150
Shoes reg. $30 to $85. Now $10 to $19
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£
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All fabric on sale!
All accessories on sale!
Necklaces bracelets. earrings Now $ I0 to $ I5!
Tuxedo to buy reg. $450. Now buy for $79!
Amy's Bridal Fashions
4 I00 W. Cicero Ave.
Chicago, ll 60641
Phone: (77 3) 406· 3607 or
(7 73)725 · 1500
Fax: (773)7 25·2223
Call to make an appointment suggested.

Mondays to Friday
3 p.m to 7 p.m.
Saturdays
I I a.m. to -1 pm.
Sundays
I pm to 4 p.m.
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Teens help re-emerge the underground craft
hen you think of break-dancing you instantly
think about 80's rap videos and watching old
school dancers flipping about on a cardboard box in the middle of a street. But break-dancing was cool back then, and though it seemed to
have disappeared from mainstream, it never really
left and it is making a comeback.
"Back then, there is more of a kind a underground thing during the mid 90's," said Brian
Ekerman, 25, also known as B-Rock.
Ekerman use to break-dance back in the mid
90's, and he now teaches young and old people who
wants to learn how to break-dancing.
"I've been teaching (break-dancing) since high
school. It's like a hobbie, and I'm really good at
teaching it," Ekerman said.
According to Ekerman, underground is when
break-dancers only dance at certain parties in the old
days. Today, more and more people are breaking at
many different places and not just at parties, but in
streets, clubs and dance classes.
The art of break-dancing came from hip-hop culture. Break movements are connected to the breaks
in the variations of music, and when this happens,
break-dancers break with different style moves like,
martial arts and acrobatic moves on the dance floor.
Ekerman said he was 12-years-old, when he
started breaking, after he saw his older brother
break-dancing. Ekerman said a movie called Beat
Street, sparked his interest in break dancing and that
movie taught him some moves.
"From that scene, watching it over and over, I
learned how to break-dance," Ekerman said.

W

Break-dancing classes are springing up
everwhere in Chicago.
Ekerman uses what he learned back in the
day to teach his dance class.

By the time he turned 14-years-old, Ekerman
started his own crew called OPM, (Out to Prove
Much) crew.
"I was young at the time and I felt I had to prove
much," said Ekerman about starting his group.
Ekerman was the youngest, and the leader of
the crew, but with his crew, OPM competed with
other crew members.
In the mid-nineties, Ekerman's crew became
known at various party scenes in Chicago and won
numerous times at break-dancing battles.
To get recognize, Ekerman and his crew always
break-danced and received a lot of support by other
crew members that gave Ekermen and his group
party flyers.
Receiving party flyers are very important when it
comes to getting recognized by other people, and
during that time Ekerman said he felt like a little
celebrity.
"The organizational and leadership skills are different today compare the old days," Ekerman said.
Ekerman added the difference today in breakdancing is the new techniques and ideas of dance
moves, and more people are break-dancing and creating their own groups.
Currently, Ekerman majors in business at
Northeastern University, and he also runs his own
studio where he uses his break-dancing skills to
teach his students.
"I'm happy and proud of myself," Ekerman
revealed, "I dedicate myself in break-dancing and I
want to give it back by teaching people."
The break-dancing wave has even hit this generation of teens. Another teen inspired by break-dancing is Vincent Donato.
"It's originated back in the 80's when people
would just use it to show off, as it progressed along
the years it was used for battling other crews and as
of today, and ever since I've got into it," said 17year-old Donato of Curie High School.
Donato, who has been break-dancing for three
years, inspired his other friends from the North side
of Chicago to join in on this trend.
Jerome Modelo, 14, is one of Donato's friends,
from Helen C. Peirce Elementary School and a
beginner break-dancer since last year,
"I love break-dancing, its shows how you express
yourself," Modelo said.
Sixteen-year-old Morris Millon from Nicholas
Senn High School said, "It takes patience and passion to learn the moves, my friend Vince is the one
who introduce me to breaking."
"We all hang out and practice for many hours
until we get the moves right," Millon said." We practice at my friends house, who also break-dance with
us. They're brothers, name Mike and Mario Diaz.
Without them, I wouldn't have learned how to break."
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Eyevie McHenry

Prosser Career Academy

Dear Eyevie,
/like this guy but the problem is that he does not communicate. I want to tell
him so bad, but I don't want to freak him out? What Should I do?
-Tongue tied
Dear Tongue Tied,
Don't be so worried about it. If you like him then let him know, but 1f you don't
open your mouth you'll never know what could have happened. Don't worry about
him not being able to communicate. Most boys don't like to open up for fear of
being hurt which is something you should respect about h1m. I am sure that once
you tell him how you feel then he too will open up with feelings of his own.

•••
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•• • • •• •• • • •

I love my brother so much, but we never get along. He is never nice to me. I
want me and him to get along. What do you suggest?
-Sister Sis
Dear Sister Sis,
Well are you the older sister or the younger sister? If you are the older, then you
should let your brother know that you love and care for him. Bond with him more,
take him places such as the movies or maybe even to a park. He probably IS mean
to you because he doesn't believe you care, and this is his way of trying to reach
out to you, just show him that you love him and you enjoy spending t1me with h1m.
If you are the younger sister then you should try talk1ng to your brother. Let h1m
know that you love and care for him, but you are worried that he doesn't love you
because of the way he treats you. Try to f1nd something you guys have m common
and start a conversation about it (works also if you are the older sister). If you guys
continue to have friction then you might want to consider getting your parents
involved and try to seek out a family counselor who can help you to better understand each other.
~-,.~fit!,
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There's this new cute teacher at my school. I mean he is fine. The problem is
he Is older-/Ike 30. I am 17, but I will be 18 soon. He flirts with me, and I know
he isn't married, but should I say something? I can't hide these feelings.
Grown up.
Dear Grown up,
What you should say is that he is too old to be flirting with you. Contrary to what
most people at 17 believe- you are still a minor. It isn't right that your teacher is
flirting with you and it is also not the best thing that you have feelings for him as
well. He may be cute, but he is there to teach you, not be the object of your fantasies. Then you said you will be turning 18 soon and yes legally you will be an
adult, but he will still be a teacher and no teacher is suppose to see a student even
if you are a former student. If these reasons are not good enough to make you stop
having "feelings" for him then take into consideration his image to the other students, and your future. If anything you shouldn't want to be the cause of him getting
fired , also think about how both of your lives will be muddled If this thing escalates.

••

•
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Got a quMtlon you need anawered? Writ Dear Eyevle"
82$ s. Wab
, ~e 207 or
editor@ newtQCPrMsion.org
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BREAKING ALL BARRIERS

6"8 Westinghouse Superstar Deandre Thomas breaks his game do.wn to a science
By Linda Davis
Westinghouse High School
ust a few corners from the
United Center where the
Chicago Bulls call home,
Deandre Thomas hones his craft
that one day may well lead him
there, to the NBA.
Thomas has been playing
basketball since the age of 10.
He got his first taste of team
competition when he played for the
(A.A.U) Amateur Athletic Union
team formally known as the
Chicago Select.
Thomas wisely p1cked basketball as h1s ma1n game after play1ng
both basketball and football 1n
grammar school.
"I played basketball and football in grammar school, but basketball started to overturn my abilities
in football , so I decided to concentrate on basketball," Thomas said
while leaning back in his chair and
getting himself more situated for
his 1nterv1ew.

J

With Thomas standing at 5'10"
in the sixth grade and also being
on the heavy side, he said he
didn't let the negatives get in
his way.
'When I use to get
talked about because of
my weight, people
couldn't say much a
me because I stayed in
the flyest clothes,"
Thomas sa1d cracking a
smile.
Thomas then went
to high school where he
took his game to a new
level after being selected for
the Westinghouse Warrior's
basketball team.
He naturally played Center in
hopes of bringing him further in the
future.
'When I got to Westinghouse
I felt like I belonged on the team
because I got along with everyone
because of my cool and acceptable
attitude," Thomas said.
As a senior at Westinghouse,
Thomas currently ranks as a top
ten player in the state, and he
is featured on highschoolelite.com and
Ch1cagohoops.com.
"It's not easy being a
top ten player, mak1ng 6:30
a.m. practices and after
school practices that last into
evening hours," Thomas sa1d.
With th1s being Thomas'
senior year, he plans on winning
another city championship and
state championship to add another
ring on his finger to take to college.

' ' It's not easy being a top
ten player, making 6:30
a.m. practices and after
school practices that last
into evening hours."
Deandre Thomas.

"Going to College is a big step for
me, I plan on doing my best," said
the star who' s being recruited by
colleges all over the United States.
While hanging on the horizon
with Thomas, assistant coach Borst
speaks his views on Thomas as a
person and an athlete.
"I have been working at
Westinghouse as a teacher for four
years and a coach for three," Borst
said.
Coach Tom Borst likes working with the players to help them
reach their potential both on and off
of the court.
"When Deandre first came to
Westinghouse he had to develop
his physical skills as a post player
because of his great size," Borst
said.

•

Congrats to Hales Franciscan High School
Basketball team on winning the Class A
Championships!
20

nghouse players are
required to keep their grades
p.
Weekly grade cards are
istributed to the players.
They must have their grade
cards signed in order to play in the
next week's game.
"Recently Deandre had to sit
out a game against Crane high
school because of a class and we
lost by four points," Borst said. "The
next night we played Crane again
with Deandre in the game and we
won by 38 points," Borst said.
As a senior, Thomas will be
playing his last year for assistant
coach Borst and head coach
Quitman Dillard.
Both coaches said they will
miss Thomas, not only as a player,
but as a young man who they have
seen mature over the last three
years.
"I will miss Deandre because he is
a great player, but most of all he is a
great young man with a good heart,"
Borst said as we watched Thomas
and his teammates practice for their
next game.

Sports Highlight:
Do you know any sports
stars at your school. If
you do, please allow
NE to highlight
your school
teaml Please
1
email
ed1tor@ newexpressidn.com
to tell us about your
sports star
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ENTERTAINMENT REVIEWS

A Classic Novel of Love, Life, Lost, Destiny
Natalia Santillan
Lane Tech High School
"The Lovely Bones" by Alice Sebold, is an
astonishing and tremendous book which captures the themes of tender love, the image of
those who passed away in the eyes of those
living, and the picture of heaven and its components.
This fiction piece starts with the introduction of Susie Salmon, a 14-year old who unfortunately was raped and murdered by Mr.
Harvey. Taking place in the 1970's, in an
American suburb, the story starts to unveil.
Susie Salmon is the main voice in this
novel, who now is in heaven, giving detailed
events as she sees her family trying to unveil
her death. When alive, Susie Salmon was a
curious, young girl who had a loving family. After Susie's death, her
family tries to find the murderer, but they find it hard to accomplish due
to the lack of information and because they have turned dysfunctional.

Susie's father, Jack Salmon, has a gut feeling that Mr. Harvey,
was the one responsible for her death, but there are clues that point
to Ray Singh, Susie's admirer.
As the years go by. Susie is in her own heaven. There, she is
capable of viewing her family. Susie witnesses her parent's split, her
younger s1ster, Lindsey, growing up without her and her younger
brother, Buckley, growing up without his mother.
Susie's mother, Abigail, tries to cope with Susie's death by running
away with Len Fenerman, the police officer and detective of the
crime.
As the Salmon's live their life, they all experience Susie in their
surroundings. The murder of Susie's death has torn them apart but
also kept them close as her grandmother, Grandma Lynn, moves in to
help run the fam ily.
This is a class1c tale of life and death, and how it is all intertwined.
Susie soon realizes that her death has brought people together, and
that these are the lovely bones, which she created.
The story has some very amazing moments, and some controversial. "The Lovely Bones" is definitely for you if you like drama, romance and a
book that "speaks the unspeakable." If you are ready to read something that will
keep you 1n suspense, ''The Lovely Bones," IS a must-read.

A Lot Like Spring Love
By Lori Moody
Curie High School
Cast: Ashton Kutcher, Amanda Peet, Ali
Larter, Kathryn Hahn, Moon Bloodgood ,
KaiPenn

A Lot Like Love is a charming movie
about love and fate. It is a tale that traces
the relationship of heartthrob and funny
guy Oliver (Ashton Kutcher) and the lovely Emily (Amada Peet) who met on a
flight from Los Angeles to New York
seven years ago. Both Oliver and Emily
claim that they couldn't be more wrong
for each other.
Humorously, life keeps bringing them back
together over the next seven years. It's just one
big coincidence after another, and the timing
never seems right. As Emily and Oliver struggle
with their different partners, careers and
breakups they turn from casual acquaintances
into trusted friends who can say anything to each
other.
As Oliver and Emily both search for true love
and a lasting relationship which is not going to
end in disaster, it takes seven years for Oliver
and Emily to figure out that they might be in love
with each other.
The movie was funny, and it couldn't have
come out at a better time. Spring into love with
this movie. I'm sure you'll enjoy it.

Young Chicago Authors
-Are you a high school freshman who likes to write?
-Would you like to develop this writing talent in weekly
classes for the last three years of high school?
-Would you like to use your writing in community service
projects?
If you answered yes to all these questions, call

Amanda Peet

..

Young Chicago Authors
1-847-835-5430

/
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or visit us at
www.youngchicagoauthors.org

Ashton Kutcher

www.newexpression .org
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NE Classified

tashia's Youth Enforcement Enterprise
Capturing, Conditio ning, and Changing the Lives of Our Youth

Natashia L. Cunningham
President/Author
P.O. Box 307
Posen, IL 60469-0307

708-227-0181
Nblessed@yahoo.com
Book: Wake Up Generation X
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CALLING
ALL TEEN WRITERS, PHOTOGRAPHERS, GRAPIDCS,
ILLUSTRATORS, MODELS, AND EDITORS
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•
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•
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WANTS YOU!

-

A NEWSMAGAZINE FOR THE YOUTH, BY
THE YOUTH , ALL ABOUT THE YOUTH. YOUTH
NEED TO BE HEARD AND UNDERSTOOD SO ...

Get as much as $23,000*
In College Financtal Assistance

JOIN NOW!
GET STARTED WITH A CAREER IN NEWS

Contact:Phil Costello
At Columbia College
623 South Wabash
Chicago, IL 60605

(312) 922-7150
email: philc@youth-comm.org

The successful college student requires more than intelligence
and dmbrtron. These dedicated rndrvrduals reqUire the financial
resources to realize therr dreams, and that's what they lind at
UPS By helprng students succeed, we help rnstrtutrons of
hrgher learnrng succeed as well.
To learn more about Part-Time Package Handler opportunrties
and the UPS Earn and l earn® Program, please contact
UPS today

1.888.4UPS.JOB • Access Code: 4476

www. upsjobs.com/ chicago
UPS salutes its Earn and l earn student employees
for their hard work, within the classroom
and within our organilatlon.

AVON
If you love the look and feel of quality beauty products.
Avon has what you are looking for.
Contact Dennetta Plair (773)383-7396
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7 -Well, Gina if
you go, I'll go
too . Ok. Bye

Screw

That! Like
I'm going!

Honey
Phone!

Roxy,
If you go,
I'll go!
You
Have to
Be There!

----
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Be a part of our NEW
Comics
section

We want to see
TEEN Comics in
NEW EXPRESSION

-

www.newexpression.org
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